The observed electronic structure of FeSe has lower apparent symmetry than the one suggested by its macroscopic crystallographic structure. It has been argued that such nematicity must be electronic symmetry lowering, driven by strong correlations, rather than a local structural symmetry lowering, the latter being judged on the observation of a too small global structural symmetry lowering. Standard structure predictions use small unit cells that cannot accommodate structural symmetry lowering. Using a predictive first principles minimization of the internal total energy without restricting the system to a small unit cell reveals that the lowest energy configuration whose average macroscopic symmetry is tetragonal consists of a distribution of different local low-symmetries. This polymorphous network explains the observed Pair Distribution Function (PDF) pattern in both the local and long-range regions without a fit. When used as input to electronic structure calculations, the predicted polymorphous structure reveals electronic symmetry breaking that is unique to this unusual compound.
Page 3 of 20 energetically favorable. We find that such first-principles structural optimization predicts that FeSe has a high global-symmetry (e.g. tetragonal) with low local-symmetry network that leads to degeneracy removal. The ensuing polymorphous network (i) has lower total energy than any monomorphous (single motif) unit cell; (ii) provides excellent agreement (without a fit) with the experimental PDF in both the short-range (local) and the long-range, while all monomorphous approaches [11] [12] [13] result in significant deviations. (iii) Identifies pertinent local geometrical coordinates, such as the position-dependent local orthorhombicity ( ), that agree well with advanced structural measurements and indicate an enhanced local structural nematicity; (iv) leads to the removal of orbital degeneracy in the electronic band structure; (v) When the bands of the large polymorphous supercell are unfolded [26] [27] [28] , to obtain an Effective Band Structure (EBS), this results for the paramagnetic order in a band structure that reproduces the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) observed Fe 3d bands without the need of electron-electron correlation effects that are commonly invoked to explain the measurements.
Identifying the polymorphous nature
Materials that manifest a distribution of different local structural motifs are well known in stochastic systems, e.g. disordered alloys that are thermally stabilized by entropy 15, 16 . But compounds might also develop non-thermal intrinsic local displacement patterns already at low temperature in pure (non-alloyed) ordered compounds. Such structures are the "adaptive structures", appearing as low temperature vacancies ordering in ScS 29 , or the large unit cell ground state structures of ordered AuPd 30 . More recently, such 'Polymorphous networks' have been taken to explain experimental observations of local symmetry breaking in systems that are not, on the surface, stochastic in nature such as cubic halide perovskites 19 . Polymorphous networks are distinguished from the standard monomorphous cases described by a single (or very few) repeated local motif such as the celebrated tetrahedron in covalent semiconductors or the octahedron in perovskites. The existence of local structural displacements in polymorphous networks can have a significant effect on calculated band structure and spectroscopic features if the characteristic length scale of wavefunction compactness is of the order of the structural symmetry deformation 19 . Indeed, calculating the electronic band structure using the (high-symmetric) macroscopically averaged crystal structure encoded in a minimal unit cell is not equivalent to calculating the (self-) averaged band structures in a large polymorphous cell having different local structural environments.
In the DFT calculations, to permit freedom of symmetry breaking, we deviate from the tradition of using the Page 4 of 20 minimal possible unit cell (which will unnecessarily restrict the symmetry of the displacements) and allow instead supercell replicas of the minimal cells. The input to the DFT is thus a N1×N2×N3 replica, with periodic boundary conditions of a given macroscopic cell shape. The supercell size is systematically increased until the relaxed total energy per atom of a fixed cell shape saturates. For example, for tetragonal FeSe we use a 384-formula-unit cell (768 atoms per cell), although smaller supercells (96 formula unit) indicate that these effects have largely converged already by this point. To conserve the global unit cell symmetry, we restrict the supercell shape to the crystal system of the average crystal structure, which in the case of FeSe may be that either orthorhombic or tetragonal, depending on temperature. Subject to this constraint we give to each atom a random initial displacement off the high-symmetry position, then allow all cell internal atomic positions to relax, following quantum mechanically calculated forces to the minimal total energy structure. The total energy minimization calculations are done for several different spin order patterns (see supplementary S1) such as AFM1 (stripe antiferromagnetic), AFM2 (bi-stripe), AFM-checkerboard, FM (ferromagnetic), NM (non-magnetic with each atom having zero moment) and PM (paramagnetic, with vanishing total moment but arbitrary local moments obtained in energy minimization), to compare the total energies and relaxed structures of these different situations. Remarkably in these cases 19, 29, 30 , the larger unit cells have lower total energy per formula unit than the monomorphous cells, suggesting that it can be an inherent property of some systems that should have a large unit cell. The structure obtained after the minimization is then used to compute the PDF for comparison with PDF measurements.
To interrogate possible electronic degeneracy removal, we use the variational supercell geometry in the band structure calculation. This, however, tends to produce complex E versus k dispersion relations, making the analysis of band structure and comparison with ARPES cumbersome. A solution that retains the polymorphous nature of the system but reinstates the E versus k relation in the base Brillouin zone is to unfold the supercell bands, which yields an "effective band structure" [26] [27] [28] (EBS), providing a three-dimensional picture of the distribution of spectral density in the expanded Brillouin zone of the small monomorphous (crystallographic) unit cell.
Global versus local symmetries in FeSe
Iron selenide has an Fe-Se-Fe layered structure which is orthorhombic (space group Cmme) below 90 K 31 and paramagnetic down to 0.4 K 32 , and transforms to a tetragonal structure (space group P4/nmm) above 90 K 33 .
The electronic structure of FeSe is interesting, among others, because of the apparent conflict between the Page 5 of 20 global symmetries implied by its X-ray diffraction structure versus the ones deduced from the electronic properties. In the low temperature orthorhombic phase, the symmetry gleaned from the observed Fermi surface 5-7 corresponds to two twinned C2-symmetric bands, instead of the single C2 symmetry mandated by the global space group symmetry measured in XRD. This nematicity of the low-T phase has been studied extensively, however there is still a divergence of opinions on its origins, be that orbital-selective correlation 5, 6 , or spin fluctuation 8,9 . Recent work focused on the high temperature tetragonal phase having nominal C4 rotational symmetry [11] [12] [13] 34 . Applying local structure probe such as PDF by Frandsen et al. 13 , Konstantinova et al. 11 and by Koch et al. 12 showed that fitting the results in a phenomenological model required assuming symmetry-breaking local modes such as local orthorhombicity. However, in this approach a good fit to the measured PDF does not emerge from a physical principle (such as total energy minimum) but rather from brute force parametric fits. Furthermore, because there is no real space small periodic structure that is locally orthorhombic and globally tetragonal, the result of such a fit cannot be used as input to band theory to determine the ensuing electronic properties.
Structure, PDF and spin configuration from minimization of total internal energy
Our DFT calculation for (a) monomorphous and (b) polymorphous structures, each coupled to a specific spin configuration (shown in Figure S1 ) are summarized in Table I . The most stable configuration is the polymorphous structure in combination with AFM1 spin order, while the monomorphous cell with AFM1, AFM2 spin order and AFM-checkerboard are metastable. The non-magnetic phase with all atoms having zero spin (that has been used in many previous DFT studies [23] [24] [25] ) is high in energy to the point of being physically irrelevant. The internal energy (DFT total energy) for different magnetic orders shown in Table I is consistent with previous suggestions 35, 36 that the tetragonal phase is fluctuated AFM1, or a mixture of AFM1 and AFM-CB. We find that the DFT total internal energy (no entropy) of the paramagnetic spin arrangement is only +32 meV/f.u. higher than the AFM1 spin arrangement (the lowest energy phase), indicating that such a paramagnetic phase should have a significant presence in the room-temperature FeSe compound.
The predicted atomic coordinates and lattice vectors are used to calculate the PDF (see details in Method section). The comparison between the calculated PDF and experiment PDF is shown in Figure 1 . We find that all the monomorphous models give a poor agreement to the experimental PDF (see supplementary information section S2), e.g., the misfit around 4 Å as shown in Figure 1a , underscoring the experimental observation that Page 6 of 20 the tetragonal phase is not described by a simple repeated structural motif. Furthermore, the hypothetical phenomenological orthorhombic model 12 ('orthorhombic minimal cell' in Table I ) that was used in the PDF studies to explain the short-range PDF data, gives a better fit than monomorphous tetragonal models in the short range but with serious misfits over long ranges (r > 5 Å). Moreover, when combined with the lowest energy spin structure (AFM1), the phenomenological orthorhombic model has a rather high total energy of +414 meV/f.u. and is hence expected to be very unstable (Table I) . Interestingly, the best agreement to the PDF data, which self-consistently provides a good fit over all length-scales, something the phenomenological modeling of the PDF was not able to do, is from the polymorphous description in combination with the AFM1 spin model (Table I) , which we also find to be the lowest energy state. The overall weighted R-value (difference between observed g (r) and calculated g (r), see Methods section for details) is Rw=0.071 in the short range and Rw=0.10 in the long range, a good overall agreement given that all atomic positions are given by DFT total energy minimization with no fitting.
In Figure 2 we show the bond length distribution of all atom-atom pairs in the DFT determined monomorphous and polymorphous models. The PDF peak around 4 Å (the misfit peak for monomorphous tetragonal AFM1 model as shown in Figure 1a ) comes from the shortest Se-Se distances. This set of Se-Se distances has three components that are close enough in length hence cannot be resolved in the PDF: in-plane (coplanar) Se-Se, intra-layer (non-coplanar) Se-Se, and inter-layer Se-Se. The first two distances separate Se ions that are part of the covalently bonded FeSe layer and the third is an Se-Se distance across the van der Waals coupled inter-layer spacing. That the polymorphous tetragonal model gives a better agreement for this ~4 Å peak than do monomorphous tetragonal models indicates that for both in-plane and inter-layer Se-Se environments, tetragonal FeSe has a distribution of symmetry-breaking distortions, i.e. it is in a polymorphous nature.
Identification of the local structural motifs
The minimization of the internal energy for a tetragonal supercell produces a complex set of atomic coordinates that, while they are readily used to compute the PDF profile, do not provide a simple picture of the local structural motifs present in the crystal. To gain more insight we identify two structural quantities from the total-energy-optimized supercells and compute them for each type of magnetic order (Figure 3) : (a) The local distance along (001) direction between the center Fe plane and the Se plane, denoted as zSe (note that the averaged zSe measured from X-ray experiments at 300 K is 1.473 Å 37 and that all nearest Se-Se distances would be In our best total-energy-optimized supercell (AFM1 magnetic), zSe yields a distribution over the range 1.42-1.52 Å as shown in Figure 3d (see Figure S2 for zSe distributions from all other magnetic order supercells).
The comparison of ( ) obtained from the tetragonal supercells, and from the experimental PDF 12 , is shown in Figure 3e . The agreement is excellent, with both ( ) showing 1.6-1.75% orthorhombic distortions in the local structure. The amplitude of the local orthorhombicity is much larger than the value from the average structure, where X-ray Bragg diffraction gives 0% for 90 K and above, 0.12% for 84 K and 0.4% for 40 K. This shows that, from polymorphous DFT energy minimizations, the local relaxations away from the monomorphous tetragonal structure actually result in correlated local displacements that are locally nematic with a much larger local nematicity than seen on average, in agreement with the observations from PDF.
Electronic degeneracy lifting caused by structural motifs
We now turn to consider the effect on the electronic structure of the various structural distortions we have discussed. First, we consider the effect of global distortions, i.e. uniformed zSe and r-independent (monomorphous cases). We change the values of the two parameters, and zSe, continuously in the ranges 0 < < 2.5% and 1.39 Å < zSe < 1.57 Å. Figure 4a shows the DFT (GGA) non-magnetic band structure along Γ-M of the monomorphous tetragonal structure for reference. Note that this is the 'DFT reference' in many previous works [23] [24] [25] . Following symbols used in previous studies, we mark the bands using different colors and small Greek letters corresponded to their orbital projections (red for Fe 3dxz, blue for Fe 3dyz, and green for Fe 3dxy). We find that:
(a) Splitting between and (Δ ) is induced by orthorhombicity . With = 0 and no SOC, the and states are degenerate at Γ and M, but with > 0 the degeneracy of and is broken, as observed in experiment [5] [6] [7] . Such lift of degeneracy between and due to also agrees with previous theoretical analysis as shown in reference 39 and 12 . To achieve the experimentally observed Δ splitting in tetragonal phase (ARPES shows 20 meV on Γ and 60 meV on M 6, 9, 40 ), one needs =1.8-2%, which seems to be forbidden Page 8 of 20
because the averaged orthorhombicity observed by X-ray Bragg diffraction is zero; however, by the polymorphous supercell, a local orthorhombicity as large as 1.75% is allowed even when the averaged orthorhombicity is constrained to zero (Figure 3e ). Such relationship between and Δ also indicates the polymorphous nature in FeSe.
(b) The zSe distance along (001) between Se and Fe layers does not break the degeneracy between and .
Instead, as zSe increases the splitting between / and at Γ point is reduced, while the splitting between / and at the M point increases. The order between / and at Γ is reversed when zSe > 1.55 Å. It agrees with previous theoretical studies 39 . Note that in ARPES, for tetragonal phase the splitting between and at Γ is reported as 40 meV 6, 9, 40 , which, according to this monomorphous model, corresponds to zSe = 1.52 Å, however does not agree with the value of 1.473 Å as measured by X-ray diffraction 37 . In other words, monomorphous model fails to achieve the agreement with both ARPES and X-ray measurement.
Band unfolding and comparison with ARPES
To compare the band-structures of the polymorphous DFT calculations, it is necessary to unfold the bands into the fundamental unit cell in which the experimental ARPES bands are analyzed. The approach we take here is to use an "Effective Band Structure" (EBS) method [26] [27] [28] . Similar to ARPES, the EBS method provides a three-dimensional picture of the spectral function with E-and k-dependent features including coherent (dispersive term, or 'sharpness') and incoherent (band nondispersive broadening, or 'fuzziness') spectral weights that can be directly compared to ARPES data. All the coherent and incoherent features are naturally produced by the polymorphous nature of the many local environments in the compound. See Methods section for details.
The comparison between experimental ARPES 6, 9, 40 and calculated monomorphous (GGA+U, non-magnetic, tetragonal, 1 formula unit per cell) band structure, and between ARPES and unfolded polymorphous (GGA+U, paramagnetic, tetragonal, 384 formula unit per cell) band structure is shown in Figure 5 . The ARPES results are extracted from Ref 6, 9, 40 and shown as black hollow circles (identical in Figure 5a and 5b) ; the monomorphous band structure is shown in Figure 5a as blue lines, and it is the same one as shown in Figure 4a ; the polymorphous unfolded band structure, or EBS, is shown in Figure 5b by 2D contours.
In each of the three results (ARPES, monomorphous model, polymorphous model) there are three bands appearing in the energy range nearby Fermi level; we mark them as , , and , which are consistent with Figure 4 (and previous studies). As shown in Figure 5a , the monomorphous model fails to obtain good electronic However, Figure 5b shows that if we allow electronic system to couple with the polymorphous network without the restriction of small cell, and then unfold the results back to the primitive BZ we can achieve a good agreement between DFT and ARPES results. The calculated EBS not only reproduces the correct band order and band splitting among -at Γ, but also provides the correct effective mass for each of the three bands.
Implications and prospects
The main finding of this study is that significant anomalies in the atomic and electronic structures of the V on Fe 3d). The cutoff energy is 350 eV. Van der Waals interaction has been involved in all calculations using opt86b method. We don't consider the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in our calculations. The size of each model (all monomorphous small cells and polymorphous supercells) has been shown in Table I . To make the total energies between different cells comparable, we use an equivalent k-point mesh for total energy calculations in all cells.
Magnetic orderings are shown in Figure S1 . Paramagnetic supercell is generated following the special quasirandom structure (SQS) method using ATAT code, the same procedure as applied in ref 17 . All monomorphous cells are fully optimized (all lattice vectors as well as internal atomic positions are fully optimized) by DFT total energy minimization before we calculate the total energies and band structures; all polymorphous cells are constrained to have the same lattice vectors as the AFM1 monomorphous cell, and then fully optimized internally (only internal atomic positions are optimized).
PDF from DFT. All calculations for PDF from DFT-optimized structure are done using PDFgui software 41 . For tetragonal FeSe, Qdamp and Qbroad are set to 0.042 and 0.01, respectively, which are consistent with ref 12 ; sratio and rcut are set to 1.0 and 0, respectively; scaling factor, δ1 and atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) are fitted by
PDFgui (values listed in supplementary information Table S1 ). All atomic positions and lattice constants are given by DFT total energy optimization without fitting or postprocessing.
The overall weighted R-value. We use a weighted agreement factor Rw to assess the agreement between calculated and observed PDF, which is given by
Effective band structure: basic concept. The basic concept of EBS can be described using the following equations. Assume in supercell | ⟩ is the m-th electronic eigen state at K in supercell BZ whereas in primitive cell | ⟩ is the n-th eigen state at ki in primitive BZ, then each | ⟩ can be expanded on a complete set of | ⟩ where K = ki -Gi, and Gi being reciprocal lattice vectors in the supercell BZ, which is the folding mechanism 28
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The supercell band structure at K can then be unfolded back to ki by calculating the spectral weight ( )
( ) represents 'how much' Bloch characteristics of wavevector ki has been preserved in | ⟩ when En = Em. The EBS is then calculated by spectral function ( , ) ( , ) = ( ) ( − ) (4) ferromagnetic; AFM = antiferromagnetic; AFM-CB = AFM-checkerboard; AFM1 = AFM-stripe; AFM2 = AFM-bistripe (see Figure S1 for details). Cell size is in number of formula units per cell. Crystallographic parameter zSe is the distance in (001) direction between Se layer and center Fe layer, given also as the Wyckoff position of Se atom in fractional coordinate. DFT total energies are relative to reference (AFM1). R-factor comparing calculated to measured PDF is given by the weighted R-factor Rw (see Method section) in short range (1.5-5 Å) and long range (5-50 Å).
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